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This Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”) provides supplementary information for the Qualified Class
Shares of the Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund (the “Fund”) of Wilshire Mutual Funds, Inc. (the “Company”).
This SAI is not a prospectus. This SAI should be read in conjunction with the prospectus for the Qualified
Class Shares of the Fund dated May 1, 2016 and is incorporated by reference in its entirety into the prospectus.
The financial statements contained in the Fund’s annual report for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015 are
incorporated by reference into this SAI. You can obtain free copies of the prospectus and annual and semi-annual
reports by contacting us at Wilshire Mutual Funds, Inc., c/o DST Systems, P.O. Box 219512, Kansas City, MO
64121-9512, or calling 1-888-200-6796.
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THE FUND
The Company is a diversified, open-end investment management company that currently offers shares of a
number of series and classes, including Qualified Class Shares of the Fund. The Company also offers other classes
of shares of the Fund in separate prospectuses and SAIs. Wilshire Associates Incorporated (“Wilshire”) is the
investment adviser for the Fund and Los Angeles Capital Management and Equity Research, Inc. (“Los Angeles
Capital”) serves as the subadviser for the Fund. Terms not defined in this SAI have the meanings assigned to them
in the prospectus.
You cannot invest in Qualified Class Shares directly. Instead, you can participate through a variable annuity
contract (“Contract”) purchased by your employer from an insurance company (“Insurer”) with which the Fund
has entered into an agreement. Most often employers enter into these Contracts so they can offer their employees
a way to save for retirement. Retirement plans sponsored by employers may be entitled to tax benefits to which
individual retirement plans may not be entitled. These tax benefits are fully explained in your employer’s Contract
disclosure document. Once you are invested in Qualified Class Shares of the Fund, you participate in Fund
earnings or losses in proportion to the amount of money you invest. Depending on your employer’s Contract,
if you withdraw your money before retirement, you may incur charges and additional tax liabilities. However,
to save for retirement, you generally should let your investments and their earnings build. At retirement, you
may withdraw all or a portion of your money, leave it in the account until you need it, or start receiving annuity
payments. At a certain age you may be required to begin withdrawals. Holders of Contracts (“Contract Owners”)
should consider their investment objectives and tolerance for risk when making an investment decision. The
Fund’s net asset value (“NAV”) is not fixed and should be expected to fluctuate. You should consider the Fund as
a supplement to an overall investment program and should invest only if you are willing to undertake the risks
involved.
INVESTMENT POLICIES AND RISKS
The Fund may invest in the investments described below:
U.S. Government Securities. The Fund may purchase securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S. government or
its agencies or instrumentalities, which include U.S. Treasury securities of various interest rates, maturities and
times of issuance. Some obligations issued or guaranteed by U.S. government agencies and instrumentalities
are supported by the full faith and credit of the U.S. Treasury. Others are supported by the right of the issuer to
borrow from the Treasury, by discretionary authority of the U.S. government to purchase certain obligations of the
agency or instrumentality, or by the credit of the agency or instrumentality. These securities bear fixed, floating
or variable rates of interest. While the U.S. government provides financial support to such U.S. governmentsponsored agencies or instrumentalities, no assurance can be given that it will always do so, since it is not so
obligated by law.
Money Market Instruments. The Fund may invest in money market instruments, including certificates of
deposit, time deposits, bankers’ acceptances and other short-term obligations issued by domestic banks, foreign
subsidiaries or branches of domestic banks, domestic and foreign branches of foreign banks, domestic savings and
loan associations and other banking institutions.
A certificate of deposit is a negotiable certificate requiring a bank to repay funds deposited with it for a specified
period of time.
A time deposit is a non-negotiable deposit maintained in a banking institution for a specified period of time at a
stated interest rate. The Fund will only invest in time deposits of domestic banks that have total assets in excess
of one billion dollars. Time deposits held by the Fund will not benefit from insurance administered by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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A bankers’ acceptance is a credit instrument requiring a bank to pay a draft drawn on it by a customer. These
instruments reflect the obligation both of the bank and of the drawer to pay the face amount of the instrument
upon maturity. Other short-term bank obligations in which the Fund may invest include uninsured, direct
obligations bearing fixed, floating or variable interest rates.
With respect to such securities issued by foreign branches and subsidiaries of domestic banks, and domestic and
foreign branches of foreign banks, the Fund may be subject to additional investment risks that are different in
some respects from those incurred by a fund which invests only in debt obligations of U.S. domestic issuers.
Such risks include possible future political and economic developments, possible seizure or nationalization
of foreign deposits, the possible imposition of foreign withholding taxes on interest income, the possible
establishment of exchange controls or the adoption of other foreign governmental restrictions which may
adversely affect the payment of principal and interest on these securities.
Repurchase Agreements. In a repurchase agreement, the Fund buys, and the seller agrees to repurchase, a security
at a mutually agreed upon time and price (usually within seven days). The repurchase agreement thus determines
the yield during the purchaser’s holding period, while the seller’s obligation to repurchase is secured by the value
of the underlying security. A repurchase agreement involves risks in the event of a default or insolvency of the
other party to the agreement, including possible delays or restrictions upon the Fund’s ability to dispose of the
underlying securities. The Company’s custodian or sub-custodian will hold in a segregated account the securities
acquired by the Fund under a repurchase agreement. Repurchase agreements are considered, under the Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”), to be loans by the Fund. To try to reduce the risk of loss on a
repurchase agreement, the Fund will enter into repurchase agreements only with domestic banks with total assets
in excess of one billion dollars, only with respect to securities of the type in which the Fund may invest, and will
require that additional securities be deposited with the custodian or sub-custodian if the value of the securities
purchased decreases below the repurchase price.
Lending Fund Securities. The Fund may seek additional income by lending its securities on a short-term basis to
banks, brokers and dealers. The Fund may return a portion of the interest earned to the borrower or a third party
which is unaffiliated with the Company and acting as a “placing broker.”
The Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) currently requires that the following lending conditions
must be met: (1) the Fund must receive at least 100% collateral from the borrower (cash, U.S. government
securities, or irrevocable bank letters of credit); (2) the borrower must increase the collateral whenever the market
value of the loaned securities rises above the level of such collateral; (3) the Fund must be able to terminate the
loan at any time; (4) the Fund must receive reasonable interest on the loan, as well as any dividends, interest or
other distributions payable on the loaned securities, and any increase in market value; (5) the Fund may pay only
reasonable custodian fees in connection with the loan; and (6) while voting rights on the loaned securities may
pass to the borrower, the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) must be able to terminate the loan and
regain the right to vote the securities if a material event adversely affecting the investment occurs.
Even though loans of portfolio securities are collateralized, a risk of loss exists if an institution that borrows
securities from the Fund breaches its agreement with the Fund and the Fund is delayed or prevented from
recovering the collateral.
Commercial Paper and Other Short-term Corporate Obligations. The Fund may invest in commercial paper
and other short-term corporate obligations. Commercial paper is a short-term, unsecured promissory note issued
to finance short-term credit needs. The commercial paper purchased by the Fund will consist only of direct
obligations which, at the time of their purchase, are: (a) rated at least Prime-1 by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc.,
A-1 by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Group or F-1 by Fitch Ratings; (b) issued by companies having an outstanding
unsecured debt issue rated at least Aa3 by Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. or AA- by Standard & Poor’s Ratings
Group or Fitch Ratings; or (c) if unrated, determined by Los Angeles Capital to be of comparable quality.
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These instruments include variable amount master demand notes, which are obligations that permit the Fund to
invest at varying rates of interest pursuant to direct arrangements between the Fund, as lender, and the borrower.
These notes permit daily changes in the amounts borrowed. Because they are direct lending arrangements between
the lender and borrower, such instruments generally will not be traded, and there generally is no established
secondary market for these obligations, although they are redeemable at face value, plus accrued interest, at any
time. If these obligations are not secured by letters of credit or other credit support arrangements, the Fund’s
right to redeem its investment depends on the ability of the borrower to pay principal and interest on demand. In
connection with floating and variable rate demand obligations, Los Angeles Capital will consider, on an ongoing
basis, earning power, cash flow and other liquidity ratios of the borrower, and the borrower’s ability to pay
principal and interest on demand. Such obligations frequently are not rated by credit rating agencies, and the Fund
may invest in them only if at the time of an investment the borrower meets the criteria set forth above for other
commercial paper issuers.
Derivatives. The Fund may invest, to a limited extent, in “derivatives.” These are financial instruments which
derive their performance at least in part, from the performance of an underlying asset, index or interest rate. The
derivatives the Fund may use are currently comprised of stock index futures and options. The Fund may invest
in derivatives for a variety of reasons, including to hedge against certain market risks, to provide a substitute for
purchasing or selling particular securities or to increase potential income gain. Derivatives may provide a cheaper,
quicker or more specifically focused way for the Fund to invest than “traditional” securities.
Although the Fund does not currently intend to invest in derivatives, it reserves the right to do so in the future.
Normally, less than 5% of the Fund’s net assets will be invested in derivatives.
Derivatives permit the Fund to increase, decrease or change the level of risk to which its securities are exposed
in much the same way as the Fund can increase, decrease or change the risk of its investments by making
investments in specific securities. However, derivatives can be volatile and involve various types and degrees of
risk, depending upon the characteristics of the particular derivative and the Fund as a whole. Under certain market
conditions, they can increase the volatility of the Fund’s NAV, decrease the liquidity of the Fund’s investments
and make more difficult the accurate pricing of the Fund’s shares.
In addition, derivatives may entail investment exposures that are greater than their cost would suggest, meaning
that a small investment in derivatives could have a large potential impact on the Fund’s performance. If the Fund
invests in derivatives at inappropriate times or judges market conditions incorrectly, such investments may lower
the Fund’s return or result in a loss. The Fund also could experience losses if its derivatives were poorly correlated
with its other investments, or if the Fund were unable to liquidate its position because of an illiquid secondary
market. The market for many derivatives is, or suddenly can become, illiquid. Changes in liquidity may result in
significant, rapid and unpredictable changes in the prices for derivatives.
When required by the SEC, the Fund will set aside permissible liquid assets in a segregated account to cover
its obligations relating to its purchase of derivatives. To maintain this required cover, the Fund may have to sell
portfolio securities at disadvantageous prices or times. Derivatives may be purchased on established exchanges
(“exchange-traded” derivatives) or through privately negotiated transactions (“over-the-counter” derivatives).
Exchange-traded derivatives generally are guaranteed by the clearing agency which is the issuer or counterparty to
such derivatives. This guarantee usually is supported by a daily payment system operated by the clearing agency
in order to reduce overall credit risk. As a result, unless the clearing agency defaults, there is relatively little
counterparty credit risk associated with derivatives purchased on an exchange. By contrast, no clearing agency
guarantees over-the-counter derivatives. Therefore, each party to an over-the-counter derivative transaction bears
the risk that the counterparty will default. Accordingly, Los Angeles Capital will consider the creditworthiness of
counterparties to over-the-counter derivative transactions in the same manner as it would review the credit quality
of a security to be purchased by the Fund. Over-the-counter derivatives are less liquid than exchange-traded
derivatives since the other party to the transaction may be the only investor with sufficient understanding of the
derivative to be interested in bidding for it.
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Futures Transactions. The Fund may enter into futures contracts on particular securities or stock indices in U.S.
domestic markets, such as the Chicago Board of Trade and the International Monetary Market of the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange. A futures contract is an agreement in which one party agrees to deliver to the other an
amount of cash equal to a specific dollar amount times the difference between the value of a specific stock or
stock index at the close of the last trading day of the contract and the price at which the agreement is made. No
physical delivery of securities is made.
Engaging in these transactions involves risk of loss to the Fund which could affect the value of the Fund’s net
assets adversely. Although the Fund intends to purchase or sell futures contracts only if there is an active market
for such contracts, no assurance exists that a liquid market will exist for any particular contract at any particular
time. Many futures exchanges and boards of trade limit the amount of fluctuation permitted in futures contract
prices during a single trading day. Once the daily limit has been reached in a particular contract, no trades may
be made that day at a price beyond that limit or trading may be suspended for specified periods during the trading
day. Futures contract prices could move to the limit for several consecutive trading days with little or no trading,
thereby preventing prompt liquidation of futures positions and potentially subjecting the Fund to substantial
losses.
Successful use of futures by the Fund also is subject to the ability of Los Angeles Capital to predict correctly
movements in the direction of the relevant market and, to the extent the transaction is entered into for hedging
purposes, to ascertain the appropriate correlation between the position being hedged and the price movements
of the futures contract. For example, if the Fund uses futures to hedge against the possibility of a decline in the
market value of securities held in its portfolio and the prices of such securities instead increase, the Fund will lose
part or all of the benefit of the increased value of securities which it has hedged because it will have offsetting
losses in its futures positions.
Furthermore, if in such circumstances the Fund has insufficient cash, it may have to sell securities to meet
daily variation margin requirements. The Fund may have to sell such securities at a time when it may be
disadvantageous to do so.
Pursuant to regulations and published positions of the SEC, the Fund may be required to segregate cash or liquid
assets in connection with its futures transactions in an amount generally equal to the value of the contract. The
segregation of such assets will have the effect of limiting the Fund’s ability otherwise to invest those assets.
A notice of eligibility for exclusion from the definition of the term “commodity pool operator” has been filed with
the National Futures Association with respect to the Fund. A fund that seeks to claim the exclusion is limited in
its ability to use futures and options on futures or commodities or engage in swap transactions. If the Fund was
no longer able to claim the exclusion, Wilshire would be required to register as a “commodity pool operator” on
behalf of the Fund and Wilshire would be subject to regulation under the Commodity Exchange Act.
Options. The Fund may write covered call options, buy put options, buy call options and write secured put
options on particular securities or securities indices such as the Wilshire 5000 IndexSM or the S&P 500 Index.
Options trading is a highly specialized activity which entails greater than ordinary investment risks. A call option
for a particular security gives the purchaser of the option the right to buy, and a writer the obligation to sell, the
underlying security at the stated exercise price at any time prior to the expiration of the option, regardless of the
market price of the security. The premium paid to the writer is in consideration for undertaking the obligations
under the option contract. A put option for a particular security gives the purchaser the right to sell the underlying
security at the stated exercise price at any time prior to the expiration date of the option, regardless of the market
price of the security.
Options on stock indices are similar to options on specific securities, except that, rather than the right to take or
make delivery of the specific security at a specific price, an option on a stock index gives the holder the right to
receive, upon exercise of the option, an amount of cash if the closing level of that stock index is greater than, in
the case of a call option, or less than, in the case of a put option, the exercise price of the option. This amount of
cash is equal to the difference between the closing price of the index and the exercise price of the option expressed
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in dollars times a specified multiple. The writer of the option is obligated, in return for the premium received, to
deliver this amount. Unlike options on specific securities, all settlements of options on stock indices are in cash,
and gain or loss depends on general movements in the stocks included in the index rather than price movements in
particular stock.
Other Derivatives. The Fund may take advantage of opportunities in the area of futures contracts and any other
derivatives which presently are not contemplated for use by the Fund or which currently are not available but
which may be developed, to the extent such opportunities are both consistent with the Fund’s investment objective
and legally permissible for the Fund. Before entering into such transactions or making any such investment, the
Fund will provide appropriate disclosure in its prospectus or SAI.
Foreign Securities. The Fund may include securities of foreign issuers that trade on U.S. exchanges. These
investments may include American Depositary Receipts (“ADRs”). ADRs may be sponsored by the foreign
issuer or may be unsponsored. Unsponsored ADRs are organized independently and without the cooperation of
the foreign issuer of the underlying securities. As a result, available information regarding the issuer may not be
as current as for sponsored ADRs, and the prices of unsponsored ADRs may be more volatile than if they were
sponsored by the issuers of the underlying securities. For purposes of the Fund’s investment policies, investments
in ADRs will be deemed to be investments in the equity securities representing the securities of foreign issuers
into which they may be converted. Investments in foreign securities have additional risks, including future
political and economic developments, possible imposition of withholding taxes on income payable on the
securities, the possible establishment of currency exchange controls, adoption of other foreign governmental
restrictions and possible seizure or nationalization of foreign assets.
Preferred Stock. The Fund may invest up to 5% of its assets in preferred stock. Preferred stock, unlike common
stock, offers a stated dividend rate payable from a corporation’s earnings. Such preferred stock dividends may be
cumulative or non-cumulative, participating or auction rate. If interest rates rise, the fixed dividend on preferred
stocks may be less attractive, causing the price of preferred stocks to decline. Preferred stock may have mandatory
sinking fund provisions, as well as call/redemption provisions prior to maturity, a negative feature when interest
rates decline. Dividends on some preferred stock may be “cumulative,” requiring all or a portion of prior unpaid
dividends to be paid before dividends are paid on the issuer’s common stock. Preferred stock also generally has
a preference over common stock on the distribution of a corporation’s assets in the event of liquidation of the
corporation, and may be “participating,” which means that it may be entitled to a dividend exceeding the stated
dividend in certain cases. The rights of preferred stocks on the distribution of a corporation’s assets in the event of
a liquidation are generally subordinate to the rights associated with a corporation’s debt securities.
Convertible Securities. The Fund may invest up to 5% of its assets in convertible securities when it appears to
Los Angeles Capital that it may not be prudent to be fully invested in common stocks. Convertible securities
may include corporate notes or preferred stock but are ordinarily long-term debt obligations of the issuers
convertible at stated exchange rates into common stock of the issuers. As with all debt securities, the market value
of convertible securities tends to decline as interest rates increase and, conversely, to increase as interest rates
decline. Convertible securities generally offer lower interest or dividend yields than non-convertible securities of
similar quality. However, when the market price of the common stock underlying a convertible security exceeds
the conversion price, the price of the convertible security tends to reflect the value of the underlying common
stock. As the market price of the underlying common stock declines, the convertible security tends to trade
increasingly on a yield basis, and thus may not depreciate to the same extent as the underlying common stock.
Convertible securities rank senior to common stocks in an issuer’s capital structure and are consequently of higher
quality and entail less risk than the issuer’s common stock, although the extent to which such risk is reduced
depends in large measure upon the degree to which the convertible security sells above its value as a fixed income
security.
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Warrants and Rights. The Fund may invest up to 5% of its assets in warrants and rights. Warrants are options to
purchase equity securities at a specified price valid for a specific period of time. Their prices do not necessarily
move parallel to the prices of the underlying securities. Rights are similar to warrants, but generally are shorter in
duration and are distributed by the issuer directly to its shareholders. Warrants and rights have no voting rights,
receive no dividends and have no rights to the assets of the issuer.
Cyber Security Risk. Investment companies such as the Fund and its service providers may be prone to operational
and information security risks resulting from cyber -attacks. Cyber-attacks include, among other behaviors,
stealing or corrupting data maintained online or digitally, denial of service attacks on websites, the unauthorized
release of confidential information or various other forms of cyber security breaches. Cyber security attacks
affecting the Fund or its adviser, sub-adviser, custodians, transfer agent and other third party service providers
may adversely impact the Fund. For instance, cyber-attacks may interfere with the processing of shareholder
transactions, impact the Fund’s ability to calculate its NAV, cause the release of private shareholder information
or confidential company information, impede trading, subject the Fund to regulatory fines or financial losses,
and cause reputational damage. The Fund may also incur additional costs for cyber security risk management
purposes. Similar types of cyber security risks are also present for issuers of securities in which the Fund
may invest, which could result in materials adverse consequences for such issuers, and may cause the Fund’s
investment in such issuers to lose value.
DISCLOSURE OF PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS
The Board has adopted a Dissemination of Portfolio Information Policy (the “Policy”) regarding the disclosure
by Wilshire and the subadvisers of information about the portfolio holdings and characteristics of each portfolio
of the Company. Pursuant to the Policy, such information may be made available to the general public by
posting on the Company’s website on the first business day following the 20th calendar day after each month
end. Other than such disclosure, no portfolio holdings information may be disclosed to any third party except for
the following disclosures: (a) to the Company’s administrator, custodian, legal counsel, independent registered
public accounting firm and other service providers to enable them to fulfill their responsibilities to the Company;
(b) to the Board; (c) to third parties (e.g., broker-dealers) for the purpose of analyzing or trading portfolio
securities; (d) to rating agencies and companies that collect and maintain information about mutual funds,
subject to confidentiality requirements; (e) as required by law, including in regulatory filings with the SEC; (f)
to shareholders of the Company and others, provided such information is publicly available (e.g., posted on the
Company’s internet website or included in a regulatory filing); (g) to third parties for purposes of effecting in-kind
redemptions of securities to facilitate orderly redemption of Fund assets and to minimize impact on remaining
Fund shareholders; or (h) as approved by the Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) of the Company. Any disclosure
made pursuant to item (h) above will be reported to the Board at its next quarterly meeting.
The Company, Wilshire and/or the subadviser have ongoing business arrangements with the following entities
which involve making portfolio holdings information available to such entities as an incidental part of the services
they provide to the Company: (i) the Company’s administrator and custodian pursuant to fund accounting and
custody agreements, respectively, under which the Company’s portfolio holdings information is provided daily
on a real-time basis; (ii) Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. and Investor Responsibility Research Center,
Inc. (“IRRC”), pursuant to proxy voting agreements under which the portfolio holdings information of certain
portfolios is provided daily, on a real-time basis; and (iii) the Company’s independent registered public accounting
firm and legal counsel to whom the Company provides portfolio holdings information as needed with no lag time.
The release of information is subject to confidentiality requirements. None of the Company, Wilshire, the
subadviser or any other person receives compensation or any other consideration in connection with such
arrangements (other than the compensation paid by the Company to such entities for the services provided by
them to the Company). In the event of a conflict between the interests of Fund shareholders and those of the
Company, Wilshire, the Company’s principal underwriter, or any of their affiliated persons, the CCO will make a
determination in the best interests of the Fund, and will report such determination to the Board at the end of the
quarter in which such determination was made.
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INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS
The investment restrictions described below, along with the Fund’s investment objective, are fundamental policies
of the Fund and cannot be changed without the approval of a majority of the Fund’s outstanding voting shares (as
defined by the 1940 Act). All percentage limitations apply only at the time of the transaction. Subsequent changes
in value or in the Fund’s total assets will not result in a violation of the percentage limitations, with the exception
of the limitation on borrowing. The Fund may not:
1.

Invest in commodities, except that the Fund may purchase and sell options, forward contracts, and
futures contracts, including those relating to indices, and options on futures contracts or indices.

2.

Purchase, hold or deal in real estate or oil, gas or other mineral leases or exploration or
development programs, but the Fund may purchase and sell securities that are secured by real
estate or issued by companies that invest or deal in real estate.

3.

Borrow money, except for temporary or emergency (not leveraging) purposes in an amount up
to 33 1/3% of the value of the Fund’s total assets (including the amount borrowed) based on
the lesser of cost or market, less liabilities (not including the amount borrowed) at the time the
borrowing is made. When borrowings exceed 5% of the value of the Fund’s total assets, the
Fund will not make any additional investments. For purposes of this investment restriction, the
entry into options, forward contracts, or futures contracts, including those relating to indices and
options on futures contracts or indices, will not constitute borrowing.

4.

Make loans to others, except through the purchase of debt obligations and entry into repurchase
agreements. However, the Fund may lend its portfolio securities in an amount not to exceed 33
1/3% of the value of its total assets, including collateral received for such loans. Any loans of
portfolio securities will be made according to guidelines established by the SEC and the Board.

5.

Act as an underwriter of securities of other issuers, except to the extent the Fund may be deemed
an underwriter under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, by virtue of disposing of portfolio
securities.

6.

Invest more than 25% of its assets in the securities of issuers in any single industry, provided
there will be no limitation on the purchase of obligations issued or guaranteed by the U.S.
government, its agencies or instrumentalities.

7.

Invest more than 5% of its assets in the obligations of any single issuer, except that up to 25% of
the value of the Fund’s total assets may be invested, and securities issued or guaranteed by the
U.S. government, or its agencies or instrumentalities may be purchased, without regard to any
such limitation.

8.

With respect to 75% of the Fund’s assets, hold more than 10% of the outstanding voting securities
of any single issuer.

9.

Issue any senior security (as defined in Section 18(f) of the 1940 Act), except to the extent that the
activities permitted in investment restrictions No. 1 and 3 may be deemed to give rise to a senior
security.

With respect to the investment restriction on borrowing, in the event that asset coverage falls below 33 1/3% of its
total assets, the Fund shall, within three days thereafter (not including Sundays and holidays), reduce the amount
of its borrowings to an extent that the asset coverage of such borrowings shall be at least 33 1/3% of its total
assets.
All swap agreements and other derivative instruments that were not classified as commodities or commodity
contracts prior to July 21, 2010 are not deemed to be commodities or commodity contracts for purposes of
restriction No. 1 above.
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The following investment restrictions are non-fundamental and may be changed by a vote of a majority of the
Board. The Fund may not:
1.

Invest in the securities of a company for the purpose of exercising management or control, but the
Fund will vote the securities it owns in its portfolio as a shareholder in accordance with its views.

2.

Enter into repurchase agreements providing for settlement in more than seven days after notice
or purchase securities which are illiquid, if, in the aggregate, more than 15% of the value of the
Fund’s net assets would be so invested.

3.

Purchase securities of other investment companies, except to the extent permitted under the 1940
Act or those received as part of a merger or consolidation.

In addition, as a non-fundamental policy of the Fund, the Fund may not invest in the securities of other registered
open-end investment companies or in registered trusts in reliance on Sections 12(d)(1)(F) and 12(d)(1)(G) of the
1940 Act but may otherwise invest in the securities of other investment companies to the extent permitted under
the 1940 Act or the rules and regulations thereunder or by guidance regarding, interpretations of, or exemptive
orders under, the 1940 Act or the rules and regulations thereunder published by appropriate regulatory authorities.
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
The Board, all of whom are not considered “interested persons” of the Company within the meaning of the 1940
Act (the “Independent Directors”), has responsibility for the overall management and operations of the Company.
The Board establishes the Company’s policies and meets regularly to review the activities of the officers, who are
responsible for day-to-day operations of the Company.
Set forth below are the names of the Directors and executive officers of the Company, their ages, business
addresses, positions and terms of office, their principal occupations during the past five years, and other
directorships held by them, including directorships in public companies. The address of each Director and officer
is 1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 700, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

Name and Age

Position Held
with the
Company

Term of
Office(1)
and Length
of Time
Served

Principal Occupations During
the Past Five Years

Number of
Funds/ Funds
in Complex
Overseen by
Director

Other Directorships
Held by Director Over
the Past Five Years

NON-INTERESTED DIRECTORS
Roger A.
Formisano, 67

Director

Since 2002

Vice President, University Medical
Foundation, (2006 to Present);
formerly Director, The Center for
Leadership and Applied Business,
UW-Madison School of Business;
Principal, R.A. Formisano &
Company, LLC

11

Integrity Mutual
Insurance Company,
Wilshire Variable
Insurance Trust (4
Funds)

Edward Gubman,
65

Director

Since 2011

Founder and Principal, Strategic
Talent Solutions (2004 to Present);
Consultant, Gubman Consulting
(2001 to 2003); Account Manger
and Global Practice Leader, Hewitt
Associates (1983 to 2000)

11

Wilshire Variable
Insurance Trust (4
Funds)

Suanne K. Luhn,
61

Director

Since 2008

Retired; formerly Chief Compliance
Officer, Bahl & Gaynor (investment
adviser) (1990 to 2006)

11

Wilshire Variable
Insurance Trust (4
Funds)
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Name and Age
George J. Zock, 65

Position Held
with the
Company
Director,
Chairperson of
the Board

Term of
Office(1)
and Length
of Time
Served
Since 2006

Principal Occupations During
the Past Five Years
Independent Consultant; Consultant,
Horace Mann Service Corporation
(2004 to 2005); Executive Vice
President, Horace Mann Life
Insurance Company and Horace
Mann Service Corporation (1997 to
2003)

Number of
Funds/ Funds
in Complex
Overseen by
Director

Other Directorships
Held by Director Over
the Past Five Years

11

Wilshire Variable
Insurance Trust (4
Funds); Armed Forces
Insurance Exchange

10

Wilshire Associates;
Wilshire Variable
Insurance Trust (4
Funds)

INTERESTED DIRECTOR
John C. Hindman,
45

Director

Since 2014

President (since 2012), Chief
Financial Officer (2008-2012), Chief
Operating Officer (2012) of Wilshire
Associates; formerly, Executive Vice
President, Allianz Global Investors
OFFICERS

Jason Schwarz, 41

President

Since 2012

Managing Director, Wilshire
Associates Incorporated (Since
2005); Head of Wilshire Funds
Management’s Client Service, Sales,
Marketing and Distribution functions
(Since 2005).

N/A

N/A

Benkai Bouey, 45

Chief
Compliance
Officer

Since 2015

Chief Compliance Officer, Wilshire
Associates Incorporated. (Since
2012); Attorney, Benkai Bouey,
Attorney at Law (2010-2013); Client
Relationship Manager, Horizon Asset
Management, Inc. (2008 to 2010)

N/A

N/A

Reena S. Lalji, 44

Secretary

Since 2009

Managing Director and General
Counsel, Wilshire Associates
Incorporated (Since 2009); Senior
Counsel, Royal Bank of Canada
(2003 to 2008)

N/A

N/A

Nathan R. Palmer,
40

Vice President

Since 2011

Managing Director, Wilshire Funds
Management (Since 2011); Senior
Investment Management Associate,
Convergent Wealth Advisors (2009
to 2010); Director of Public Markets,
Investment Office, California
Institute of Technology (2008 to
2009). Treasury Manager, Retirement
Investments, Intel Corporation (2004
to 2008)

N/A

N/A

Michael Wauters,
50

Treasurer

Since 2009

Chief Financial Officer (Since 2012),
Controller (2009 to 2012), Wilshire
Associates Incorporated; Assistant
Vice President- Financial Operations,
Pacific Life Insurance Company
(2000 to 2009)

N/A

N/A
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Name and Age

Position Held
with the
Company

Term of
Office(1)
and Length
of Time
Served

Josh Emanuel, 36

Vice President

Since 2015

Managing Director, Wilshire
Associates Incorporated (since
2015); Chief Investment Officer,
Wilshire Funds Management (since
2015); Chief Investment Officer,
The Elements Financial Group, LLC
(2010-2015)

N/A

N/A

Elizabeth Yakes, 32

Vice President

Since 2015

Vice President, Wilshire Associates
Incorporated (since 2012);
Portfolio Manager, Wilshire Funds
Management (since 2012); Senior
Consultant, Ernst & Young (20072010)

N/A

N/A

Principal Occupations During
the Past Five Years

Number of
Funds/ Funds
in Complex
Overseen by
Director

Other Directorships
Held by Director Over
the Past Five Years

(1) Each Director serves until the next shareholders’ meeting (and until the election and qualification of a successor), or until death,
resignation, removal or retirement which takes effect no later than May 1 following his or her 70th birthday. Officers are elected by the
board on an annual basis to serve until their successors have been elected and qualified.

Qualifications and Experience
The following is a summary of the experience, qualifications, attributes and skills of each Director that support
the conclusion, as of the date of this SAI, that each Director should serve as a Director in light of the Company’s
business and structure. Each Director also has considerable familiarity with the Wilshire family of investment
companies (by service on the Board of the Company and Wilshire Variable Insurance Trust (the “Trust”)), the
Adviser and distributor, and their operations, as well as the special regulatory requirements governing regulated
investment companies and the special responsibilities of investment company directors as a result of his or her
substantial prior service as a Director of the Company. References to the qualifications, attributes and skills of
Directors are pursuant to requirements of the SEC, do not constitute holding out of the Board or any Director as
having any special expertise and shall not impose any greater responsibility or liability on any such person or on
the Board by reason thereof.
Roger A. Formisano. Mr. Formisano has served as Director of the Company since 2006 and is chairperson of the
Audit Committee. He also has served as a board member of other funds in the Wilshire funds complex since 2002.
Mr. Formisano is Vice President of the University Medical Foundation, University of Wisconsin, and Founder
and Principal of R.A. Formisano & Company, LLC. He also serves on the Board of Integrity Mutual Insurance
Company. Previously, Mr. Formisano was a Professor and Director of the Center for Leadership and Applied
Business at the University of Wisconsin - School of Business and was Chief Operating Officer from 1992 to 1999
of United Wisconsin Services (UWZ), a NYSE listed company and served on the Board of Unity Health Insurance
Company. The Board of the Company has determined that Mr. Formisano is an “audit committee financial expert”
as defined by the SEC.
Edward Gubman, PhD. Mr. Gubman has served as a Director of the Company since 2011 and chairperson of the
Valuation Committee since 2012. He has also served as a Board member of other funds in the Wilshire funds
complex since 2011. Mr. Gubman is a founding partner of Strategic Talent Solutions, a consulting firm that
helps executives with leadership development, talent management and employee engagement. Prior to founding
Strategic Talent Solutions in 2004, Mr. Gubman served as a consultant with his own firm, Gubman Consulting,
from 2001 to 2003 where he consulted with clients on leadership and talent management. Mr. Gubman worked
at Hewitt Associates from 1983 to 2000 in Account Management and as Global Practice Leader where he
specialized in talent management and organizational effectiveness. Mr. Gubman is the author of The Talent
Solution: Aligning Strategy and People to Create Extraordinary Business Results and The Engaging Leader:
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Winning with Today’s “Free Agent” Workforce. He is also the Executive Editor of People & Strategy, The Journal
of the Human Resource Planning Society since 2008 and is a lecturer in executive education, MBA, MILR and
physician leadership programs at The University of Chicago, Cornell University, The University of Dayton,
Indiana University, Northwestern University, the University of Minnesota and the University of Wisconsin. From
2009 to the present, Mr. Gubman has served as a Board member, Assistant Treasurer and Chair of the Personnel
Committee of the Jewish Family Service of the Desert, and in 2008 served as Advisor to the Presidential
Transition Team on the Social Security Administration and as a committee member, National Policy Committee
on Retirement Security from 2007 to 2008. Mr. Gubman has served as Chair of the Publications Committee, of
The Human Resource Planning Society since 2008, and as a Board member of The Human Resource Planning
Society from 2005 to 2008.
John C. Hindman. Mr. Hindman has served as Director of the Company since 2014. He has served as President
of Wilshire Associates and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2008. Prior to joining Wilshire, Mr.
Hindman served as executive vice president of finance for Allianz Global Investors. Additionally, Mr. Hindman
has served as chief financial officer of Paul Hastings LLP, chief financial officer of eCloser, director and chief
executive officer of Cypress Financial Services, and vice president of finance of West Capital Financial Services.
Mr. Hindman, a certified public accountant, graduated from the University of Michigan where he earned his
bachelor’s degree in Accounting & Economics.
Suanne K. Luhn. Ms. Luhn has served as Director of the Company since 2008 and chairperson of the Investment
Committee since 2015. She also has served as a board member of other funds in the Wilshire funds complex since
2008. From 1990 to 2006, she served as Chief Compliance Officer at Bahl & Gaynor, an investment advisory
firm. Ms. Luhn served as a portfolio manager from 1983 to 1990, first at Baldwin United Company and later at
Scudder, Stevens & Clark, Inc., where she was Director, Socially Responsive Investment Team, Member, Scudder
Insurance Asset Management and Member, Institutional Fixed Income Portfolio Management. Ms. Luhn also has
experience as Director of Municipal Institutional Sales for Seasongood & Mayer and as Head Trader for Equity
and Fixed Income for Scudder, Stevens & Clark, Inc. Ms. Luhn has an MBA in finance.
George J. Zock. Mr. Zock has served as Director of the Company and chairperson of the Board since 2006. He
is chairperson of the Nominating Committee. Mr. Zock also has served as a board member of other funds in
the Wilshire funds complex since 1996 and was a board member of the predecessor funds to those funds from
1995 to 1996. Mr. Zock, a certified public accountant, is currently an independent consultant and is a member
of the Illinois CPA Society. Mr. Zock has held senior executive positions with the Horace Mann Life Insurance
Company and Horace Mann Service Corporation, serving as Executive Vice President from 1997 to 2003. Mr.
Zock has served as a Director for Armed Forces Insurance Exchange from 2013 to present.
Leadership Structure
The Company’s Board of Directors manages the business affairs of the Company. The Directors establish
policies and review and approve contracts and their continuance. The Directors regularly request and/or
receive reports from the Adviser, the Company’s other service providers and the Company’s Chief Compliance
Officer. The Board is comprised of five Directors, four of whom (including the chairperson) are independent
Directors. The independent chairperson, who serves as a spokesperson for the Board, is primarily responsible for
facilitating communication among the Directors and between the Board and the officers and service providers
of the Company and presides at meetings of the Board. In conjunction with the officers and legal counsel, the
independent chairperson develops agendas for Board meetings that are designed to be relevant, prioritized,
and responsive to Board concerns. The Board has established four standing committees. The Audit Committee
is responsible for monitoring the funds’ accounting policies, financial reporting and internal control system;
monitoring the work of the funds’ independent accountants and providing an open avenue of communication
among the independent accountants, fund management and the Board. The Nominating Committee is primarily
responsible for the identification and recommendation of individuals for Board membership and for overseeing
the administration of the Company’s Governance Guidelines and Procedures. The Valuation Committee
oversees the activities of the Adviser’s Pricing Committee and fair values Fund securities. The Investment
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Committee monitors performance of the Funds and the performance of the Adviser and subadvisers. The
Company’s day-to-day operations are managed by the Adviser and other service providers. The Board and the
committees meet periodically throughout the year to review the Company’s activities, including, among others,
fund performance,valuation matters and compliance with regulatory requirements, and to review contractual
arrangements with service providers. The Board has determined that the Company’s leadership structure is
appropriate given the number, size and nature of the funds in the fund complex.
Risk Oversight
Consistent with its responsibility for oversight of the Company and its Funds, the Board, among other things,
oversees risk management of each Fund’s investment program and business affairs directly and through the
committee structure that it has established. Risks to the Funds include, among others, investment risk, credit risk,
liquidity risk, valuation risk and operational risk, as well as the overall business risk relating to the Funds. The
Board has adopted, and periodically reviews, policies and procedures designed to address these risks. Under the
overall supervision of the Board, the Adviser and other services providers to the Funds also have implemented a
variety of processes, procedures and controls to address these risks. Different processes, procedures and controls
are employed with respect to different types of risks. These processes include those that are embedded in the
conduct of regular business by the Board and in the responsibilities of officers of the Company and other service
providers.
The Board requires senior officers of the Company, including the President, Treasurer and Chief Compliance
Officer (“CCO”), to report to the full Board on a variety of matters at regular and special meetings of the Board
and its committees, as applicable, including matters relating to risk management. The Treasurer also reports
regularly to the Audit Committee on the Company’s internal controls and accounting and financial reporting
policies and practices. The Audit Committee also receives reports from the Company’s independent registered
public accounting firm on internal control and financial reporting matters. On at least a quarterly basis, the
Board meets with the Company’s CCO, including separate meetings with the independent Directors in executive
session, to discuss issues related to portfolio compliance and, on at least an annual basis, receives a report
from the CCO regarding the effectiveness of the Company’s compliance program. In addition, the Investment
Committee receives reports from the Adviser on the performance of the Funds and the Valuation Committee
receives valuation reports and minutes from the Adviser’s Pricing Committee meetings. The Board also receives
reports from the Company’s primary service providers on a periodic or regular basis, including the Adviser and
subadvisers to the Funds as well as the Company’s custodian, administrator/fund accounting agent, distributor
and transfer agent. The Board also requires the Adviser to report to the Board on other matters relating to risk
management on a regular and as-needed basis.
Committees
The Board has four standing committees—an Audit Committee, a Nominating Committee, an Investment
Committee, and a Valuation Committee.
The Audit Committee held four meetings in 2015. The current members of the Audit Committee, all of whom are
Independent Directors, include Messrs. Formisano (chairperson), Gubman and Zock and Ms. Luhn.
The Nominating Committee held four meetings in 2015. The current members of the Nominating Committee, all
of whom are Independent Directors, include Messrs. Zock (chairperson), Gubman and Formisano and Ms. Luhn.
Pursuant to the Company’s Governance Procedures, shareholders may submit suggestions for Board candidates
to the Nominating Committee, which will evaluate candidates for Board membership by forwarding their
correspondence by U.S. mail or courier service to the Company’s Secretary for the attention of the Chairperson of
the Nominating Committee.
The Investment Committee held four meetings in 2015. The current members of the Investment Committee, all of
whom are Independent Directors, include Ms. Luhn (chairperson) and Messrs. Gubman, Formisano and Zock.
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The Valuation Committee held four meetings in 2015. The current members of the Valuation Committee, one of
whom is an Independent Director, include Messrs. Gubman (chairperson) and Hindman. Messrs. Formisano and
Zock and Ms. Luhn serve as alternates.
Directors’ Holdings of Fund Shares
The following table sets forth the dollar range of equity securities beneficially owned by each Director in the Fund
as of December 31, 2015, as well as the aggregate dollar range in all registered investment companies overseen by
the Director within the family of investment companies.
Directors Who are Not “Interested Persons” of the Company

Name of Director
Roger A. Formisano
Edward Gubman
Suanne K. Luhn
George J. Zock

Dollar Range of Equity
Securities in the Index Fund
None
None
None
None

Aggregate Dollar Range of Equity
Securities in All Registered
Investment Companies Overseen
by Director within the Family
of Investment Companies
None
None
$10,001-$50,000
None

Director Who is an “Interested Person” of the Company

Name of Director
John C. Hindman

Dollar Range of Equity
Securities in the Index Fund
None

Aggregate Dollar Range of Equity
Securities in All Registered
Investment Companies Overseen
by Director within the Family
of Investment Companies
None

As of April 2, 2016, the Directors and officers of the Company did not hold in the aggregate, directly and
beneficially, more than 1% of the outstanding shares of the Qualified class of the Fund.
Compensation
The Company and the Trust together pay each Independent Director an annual retainer of $18,000, an annual
additional Board chair retainer of $12,000, a Board in-person meeting fee of $2,000, a Board telephonic meeting
fee of $1,000, an annual Committee member retainer of $8,000 and a Committee telephonic meeting fee of $500.
The table below sets forth the compensation paid to the Independent Directors of the Company for the 12 months
ended December 31, 2015. The Company does not compensate any of the officers

Trustee
Roger A. Formisano
Edward Gubman
Suanne K. Luhn
George J. Zock

Aggregate
Compensation
From the
Company
$21,090.02
$21,090.02
$21,090.02
$27,930.02

Pension
Retirement
Benefits
Accrued as Part
of Company
Expenses
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14

Estimated Annual
Benefits Upon
Retirement
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Total
Compensation
from the Company
and the Fund
Complex*
$37,000.04
$37,000.04
$37,000.04
$49,000.04

*

This is the total amount compensated to the Director for his or her service on the Board and the board of any other investment
company in the fund complex. “Fund Complex” means two or more registered investment companies that hold themselves out as
related companies for purposes of investment and investor services, or have a common investment adviser or are advised by affiliated
investment advisers.

PRINCIPAL HOLDERS OF SECURITIES
Listed below are the names and addresses of those shareholders who owned beneficially or of record 5% or more
of the outstanding Qualified Class shares of the Fund as of April 2, 2015. Shareholders who have the power to
vote a large percentage of shares of the Fund may be in a position to control the Fund and determine the outcome
of a shareholder meeting. A shareholder who owns, directly or indirectly, 25% or more of the Fund’s voting
securities may be deemed a “control person,” as defined by the 1940 Act.
Shareholders
SEI Private Trust Company Custodian
IRA A/C DST IRA Audit Acct
Attn Wilshire Funds CRM Team
430 W 7th St
Kansas City, MO 64105-1407

Percentage Owned
25.28%

DST Systems Inc
Output Audit Account
Attn Wilshire Funds CRM Team
430 W 7th St
Kansas City, MO 64105-1407

25.02%

SEI Private Trust Company Custodian
IRA A/C DST IRA Audit Acct
Attn Wilshire Funds CRM Team
430 W 7th St
Kansas City, MO 64105-1407

25.06%

DST Systems Inc
Output Audit Account
Attn Wilshire Funds CRM Team
430 W 7th St
Kansas City, MO 64105-1407

24.64%

INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND OTHER SERVICES
Investment Adviser and Subadviser
Wilshire is the investment adviser to the Fund pursuant to an Investment Advisory Agreement dated April 1,
2002, as amended February 23, 2016 (the “Advisory Agreement”). Wilshire is controlled by Dennis A. Tito who
beneficially owns a majority of the outstanding shares of Wilshire. Los Angeles Capital is the subadviser to the
Fund pursuant to a subadvisory agreement between Wilshire and Los Angeles Capital dated April 1, 2002, as
amended (the “Subadvisory Agreement”), subject to the supervision of the Board and Wilshire.
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Investment Advisory Agreement and Fees
Under the Advisory Agreement, the Company will pay Wilshire annual fees of 0.10% of the average daily
net assets of the Fund on the first $1 billion and 0.07% thereafter. All advisory fees are accrued daily. For the
fiscal years ended December 31, 2013, 2014 and 2015, the advisory fees for the Fund paid to Wilshire, and the
corresponding percentages of average net assets, were as follows:

2013
2014
2015

Advisory Fee Paid
$180,642
$245,076
$229,712

% of Average Net Assets
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%

The Advisory Agreement provides that Wilshire will act as the investment adviser to the Fund, and may
recommend to the Board one or more subadvisers to manage the Fund or portions thereof. Upon appointment of
a subadviser, Wilshire will review, monitor and report to the Board regarding the performance and investment
procedures of the subadviser, and assist and consult the subadviser in connection with the investment program of
the Fund.
The Advisory Agreement provides that Wilshire shall exercise its best judgment in rendering the services to be
provided to the Fund under the Advisory Agreement. Wilshire is not liable under the Advisory Agreement for
any error of judgment or mistake of law or for any loss suffered by the Fund. Wilshire is not protected, however,
against any liability to the Fund or its shareholders to which Wilshire would otherwise be subject by reason of
willful misfeasance, bad faith, or gross negligence in the performance of its duties under the Advisory Agreement,
or by reason of Wilshire’s reckless disregard of its obligations and duties under the Advisory Agreement.
The Advisory Agreement will continue in force unless sooner terminated as provided in certain provisions contained
in the Advisory Agreement. It is terminable with respect to the Fund without penalty on 60 days’ notice by the Board,
by vote of a majority of the Fund’s outstanding shares (as defined in the 1940 Act), or on at least 90 days’ notice by
Wilshire. The Advisory Agreement terminates in the event of its assignment (as defined in the 1940 Act).
Investment Subadvisory Agreement and Fees
Under the Subadvisory Agreement, the fees payable to Los Angeles Capital with respect to the Fund will be paid
exclusively by Wilshire and not directly by the stockholders of the Fund. For the fiscal years ended December 31,
2013, 2014 and 2015 the subadvisory fees paid to Los Angeles Capital by Wilshire with respect to the Fund, and
the corresponding percentages of net assets, were as follows:

2013
2014
2015

Subadvisory Fee Paid
$72,082
$78,889
$91,885

% of Average Net Assets
0.04%
0.04%
0.04%

Los Angeles Capital is an independent contractor and may act as an investment adviser to other clients. Wilshire
may retain one or more other subadvisers with respect to any portion of the assets of the Fund other than the
portion to be managed by Los Angeles Capital.
Los Angeles Capital will not be liable to Wilshire, the Company or any stockholder of the Company for any
error of judgment, mistake of law, or loss arising out of any investment, or for any other act or omission in the
performance by Los Angeles Capital of its duties, except for liability resulting from willful misfeasance, bad
faith, negligence or reckless disregard of its obligations. Los Angeles Capital will indemnify and defend Wilshire,
the Company, and their representative officers, directors, employees and any person who controls Wilshire for
any loss or expense arising out of or in connection with any claim, demand, action, suit or proceeding relating
to any material misstatement or omission in the Company’s registration statement, any proxy statement, or any
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communication to current or prospective investors in the Fund, if such misstatement or omission was made in
reliance upon and in conformity with written information furnished by Los Angeles Capital to Wilshire or the
Fund. Any claim or controversy arising out of or relating to the Subadvisory Agreement, which is not settled by
agreement of the parties, will be settled by arbitration.
The Subadvisory Agreement will continue in effect unless sooner terminated as provided in the Subadvisory
Agreement, so long as it is specifically approved for the Fund at least annually in the manner required by the 1940
Act (currently requiring annual approval by the Board).
Portfolio Managers
The following paragraphs provide certain information with respect to the portfolio managers of the Fund
as identified in the prospectus and the material conflicts of interest that may arise in connection with their
management of the investments of the Fund, on the one hand, and the investments of other client accounts for
which they may have primary responsibility. Certain other potential conflicts of interest with respect to personal
trading and proxy voting are discussed below under “Code of Ethics” and “Proxy Voting Policy and Procedures.”

Los Angeles Capital
Los Angeles Capital manages the Fund. Los Angeles Capital is a corporation wholly owned by working
principals. Los Angeles Capital is primarily owned by Thomas D. Stevens, Hal W. Reynolds and Stuart K.
Matsuda. Thomas D. Stevens, CFA-Chairman, Principal; Hal W. Reynolds, CFA-CIO, Principal; and Daniel E.
Allen, CFA-Director of Global Equities, Principal are the senior portfolio managers for the Fund. The tables
below include details regarding the number of registered investment companies, other pooled investment vehicles,
and other accounts managed by Mr. Stevens, Mr. Reynolds, and Mr. Allen, total assets under management for each
type of account, and total assets in each type of account with performance-based advisory fees, as of December
31, 2015.
Thomas D. Stevens, CFA

Type of Accounts
Registered Investment Companies
Other Pooled Investment Vehicles
Other Accounts

Total # of
Accounts
Managed
6
11
34

Total Assets
(millions)
$3,721.33
$4,213.14
$10,529.54

# of Accounts
Managed With
Performance
Based Advisory
Fee
1
3
5

Total Assets With
PerformanceBased Advisory
Fee (millions)
$2,011.75
$2,249.13
$6,555.46

Total Assets
(millions)
$3,721.33
$4,213.14
$10,529.54

# of Accounts
Managed With
Performance
Based Advisory
Fee
1
3
5

Total Assets With
PerformanceBased Advisory
Fee (millions)
$2,011.75
$2,249.13
$6,555.46

Hal W. Reynolds, CFA

Type of Accounts
Registered Investment Companies
Other Pooled Investment Vehicles
Other Accounts

Total # of
Accounts
Managed
6
11
34
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Daniel E. Allen, CFA

Type of Accounts
Registered Investment Companies
Other Pooled Investment Vehicles
Other Accounts

Total # of
Accounts
Managed
5
11
34

Total Assets
(millions)
$1,709.58
$4,213.14
$10,529.54

# of Accounts
Managed With
Performance
Based Advisory
Fee
0
3
5

Total Assets With
PerformanceBased Advisory
Fee (millions)
$0
$2,249.13
$6,555.46

As of December 31, 2015, Los Angeles Capital managed 57 portfolios against 28 different benchmarks. Although
certain of Los Angeles Capital’s accounts may have common benchmarks, the accounts typically have different
risk profiles, cost budgets, and/or alpha targets, which result in differing investment portfolios.
Conflicts of Interest
Los Angeles Capital has implemented policies and procedures, including brokerage and trade allocation policies
and procedures, which the Firm believes address the potential for conflicts of interest associated with managing
portfolios for multiple clients to ensure that all clients are treated equitably and fairly. While each client account is
managed individually, Los Angeles Capital will, at any given time, purchase and/or sell the same securities for a
number of accounts.
When appropriate, Los Angeles Capital will aggregate trades in the same securities. In these situations, client
accounts will receive the same execution price per share, which price will reflect the average of multiple prices if
the order was executed in multiple trades. Accounts participating in an aggregated trade will be charged a prorata share of the total commission charges. However, where a client has specified directed brokerage or a specific
order strategy (e.g., market-on-close), such transactions may not be aggregated with other orders and result in
commission rates and execution prices that differ from those obtained in an aggregated transaction. In addition,
aggregated trades that are partially filled will generally be allocated on a pro-rata basis, subject to adjustments for
factors such as available cash and maintenance of guideline weightings.
Los Angeles Capital’s portfolio managers may manage accounts that are charged a performance-based fee
alongside accounts with standard asset-based fee schedules. While performance-based fee arrangements may be
viewed as creating an incentive to favor certain accounts over others in the allocation of investment opportunities,
Los Angeles Capital has designed and implemented procedures to ensure that all clients are treated fairly and
equally, and to prevent conflicts from influencing the allocation of investment opportunities.
Los Angeles Capital has procedures in place to minimize risks associated with trading a proprietary account
together with client accounts. In the event that the trades in a client’s managed account coincide or overlap with
a proprietary Los Angeles Capital account or a pooled account with proprietary assets in excess of 2%, the Firm
will trade the client managed account(s) first and the account(s) with proprietary interests last. If feasible, and if
the impact upon liquidity and market impact is determined to be inconsequential, Los Angeles Capital may trade
client managed accounts in conjunction with accounts with proprietary interests. Similarly traded names would
receive the same execution price per share and will be subject to the procedures outlined above with respect to
aggregated trades.
Compensation
Los Angeles Capital’s portfolio managers participate in a competitive compensation program that is aimed
at attracting and retaining talented employees with an emphasis on disciplined risk management, ethics and
compliance-centered behavior. No component of Los Angeles Capital’s compensation policy or payment scheme
is directly tied to the performance of one or more client portfolios or funds.
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Each of Los Angeles Capital’s portfolio managers receives a base salary fixed from year to year. In addition, the
portfolio managers participate in the firm’s profit sharing plan. The aggregate amount of the contribution to the
firm’s profit sharing plan is based on overall firm profitability with amounts paid to individual employees based on
their relative overall compensation. Each of the portfolio managers also are shareholders of the firm and receive
compensation based on the firm’s overall profits.
As of December 31, 2015, Messrs. Stevens, Reynolds and Allen did not own shares of any of the Portfolios.
SEC Exemptive Order
The SEC has issued an order (the “Order”) to Wilshire and the Company exempting them from the 1940 Act
requirement to submit to stockholders new or materially amended subadvisory agreements for their approval,
and reducing the amount of disclosure required to be provided regarding the fees paid to subadvisers. The
Order provides that Wilshire may identify, retain and compensate subadvisers that are not “affiliated persons”
of Wilshire as defined in the 1940 Act, to manage all or portions of the portfolios of the Company. Wilshire
is responsible for, among other things: setting each portfolio’s investment strategy and structure; selecting
subadvisers; ongoing monitoring and evaluation of subadvisers; implementing procedures to ensure that
subadvisers comply with the portfolios’ investment objectives, policies and guidelines/restrictions; terminating
subadvisers; and reallocating assets among subadvisers. Wilshire may allocate portions of each portfolio’s assets
among multiple subadvisers with complementary management styles and securities selection disciplines; monitor
the performance of each portion of a portfolio and each portfolio as a whole; and terminate subadvisers to the
extent necessary to achieve the overall objective of the portfolio. Wilshire’s criteria for termination of a subadviser
include (but are not limited to) departure of key personnel; acquisition by a third-party; change in or departure
from investment style; inadequate investment processes that could result in inconsistent security selection,
valuation or compliance; and the inability over time to maintain above-average performance.
The Order was granted subject to, among other things, the following conditions: (1) prior to becoming effective
with respect to a portfolio, the stockholders of such portfolio would approve operation of such portfolio in the
manner described above (the stockholders of the Fund approved such operation on March 29, 2002); (2) the
portfolio’s prospectus would describe the Order; (3) if a new subadviser were retained or a subadvisory agreement
were materially amended, Wilshire would furnish the relevant stockholders within 90 days all the information
that would have been provided in a proxy statement soliciting approval of the subadvisory agreement, except
for certain fee information; (4) the majority of the Board would be independent, and new Independent Directors
would be nominated by such existing Independent Directors; (5) in approving any change in subadviser, the
Board would find that such change is in the best interests of the portfolio and its stockholders; (6) Wilshire would
provide the Board with information about its profitability with respect to the portfolio on a quarterly basis; (7)
whenever a subadviser is retained or terminated, Wilshire would provide an analysis of the effect of the change on
its profitability; (8) no Director or officer of the Company or Wilshire would own any interest in any subadviser,
subject to certain exceptions; and (9) the Independent Directors of the Company would engage independent
counsel to represent them.
Service Agreements
Administrator. The Company has entered into an Administration Agreement, dated May 30, 2008, with SEI
Investments Global Funds Services (“SEI” or “Administrator”), a Delaware statutory trust. SEI is located at
One Freedom Valley Drive, Oaks, PA 19456 and is an affiliate of the Distributor. SEI Investments Management
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of SEI Investments Company, is the owner of all beneficial interest in
the Administrator. SEI Investments Management Corporation, and its subsidiaries and affiliates, including the
Administrator, are leading providers of portfolio evaluation services, fund accounting systems, and brokerage and
information services to financial institutions, institutional investors and money managers. The Administrator and
its affiliates also serve as administrator or sub-administrator to other mutual funds.
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Under the Administration Agreement, the Administrator provides the Company with portfolio accounting services,
administration services and certain other services as may be required by the Company. The Administrator prepares
tax returns, reports to the Fund’s shareholders, and reports and filings with the SEC and state securities authorities;
prepares ongoing compliance updates; provides consultation to the Company with respect to regulatory matters,
including monitoring regulatory and legislative developments that may affect the Fund; assists in the preparation
of quarterly board materials; and generally assists in all aspect of the Fund’s operations, other than providing legal
or investment advice. The Administrator is paid an asset based fee for these services, subject to certain minimums.
The following table describes the administration fees paid by the Company to SEI for the years ended December
31, 2013, December 31, 2014 and December 31, 2015:
Administration Fees
$126,449
$171,553
$160,799

December 31, 2013
December 31, 2014
December 31, 2015
Expenses

All expenses incurred in the operation of the Company are borne by the Company, except to the extent
specifically assumed by SEI, Wilshire or the Distributor. The expenses borne by the Company include taxes;
interest; brokerage fees and commissions, if any; fees of Directors who are not officers, directors, employees
or holders of 5% or more of the outstanding voting securities of SEI, Wilshire or the Distributor or any of their
affiliates; SEC fees; state Blue Sky qualification fees; advisory and administration fees; charges of custodians;
transfer and dividend disbursing agents’ fees; certain insurance premiums; industry association fees; outside
auditing and legal expenses; costs of maintaining the Company’s existence; costs of independent pricing services;
costs attributable to investor services (including, without limitation, telephone and personnel expenses); costs of
shareholders’ reports and meetings; costs of preparing and printing prospectuses and SAIs for regulatory purposes
and for distribution to existing shareholders; and any extraordinary expenses. Expenses attributable to a particular
series or class of shares are charged against the assets of that series or class. Other expenses of the Company are
allocated among all series on a basis determined by Wilshire, subject to supervision by the Board, including, but
not limited to, proportionately in relation to the net assets of the Fund.
Distributor. Pursuant to a Distribution Agreement dated May 30, 2008, SEI Investments Distribution Co., One
Freedom Valley Drive, Oaks, Pennsylvania 19456, is the distributor (the “Distributor”) for the continuous offering
of shares of the Company and acts as agent of the Fund in the sale of its shares. The Distribution Agreement
provides that the Distributor will use its best efforts to distribute the Fund’s shares.
The Distribution Agreement continues in effect from year to year so long as such continuance is approved at
least annually by a vote of the Board of Directors of the Company, including the Directors who are not interested
persons of the Company and who have no direct or indirect financial interest in the Distribution Agreement.
The Distribution Agreement automatically terminates in the event of its assignment and may be terminated with
respect to the Fund at any time without penalty by the Company or by the Distributor upon 60 days’ notice.
Termination by the Company with respect to the Fund may be by vote of a majority of the Board of Directors,
including a majority of the Directors who are not interested persons of the Company and who have no direct or
indirect financial interest in the Distribution Agreement, or a “majority of the outstanding voting securities” of the
Fund, as defined under the 1940 Act. The Distribution Agreement may not be amended with respect to the Fund
to increase the fee to be paid by the Fund without approval by a majority of the outstanding voting securities of
such Fund and all material amendments must in any event be approved by the Board of Directors in the manner
described above with respect to the continuation of the Distribution Agreement.
For the fiscal years ended December 31, 2013, December 31, 2014 and December 31, 2015, the Distributor
received the following in distribution fees from the Qualified Class Shares of the Fund:
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Distribution Fees
$—
$—
$—

December 31, 2013
December 31, 2014
December 31, 2015
Service and Distribution Plan

The Service and Distribution Plan (the “Plan”) of the Company adopted pursuant to Section 12(b) of the 1940
Act and Rule 12b-1 thereunder was approved as to the Qualified Class Shares of the Fund by vote of the majority
of both (a) the Board and (b) the Independent Directors, in each case cast in person at a meeting called for the
purpose of voting on the Plan.
The Qualified Class Shares of the Fund reimburses the Distributor for its distribution and shareholder services
expenses (the “Distribution Fee”) at an annual rate of up to 0.25 of 1% of the average daily net assets attributable
to the Qualified Class Shares. The Distribution Fee is accrued daily and paid monthly or at such other intervals as
the Board shall determine.
The Plan will continue in effect with respect to the Qualified Class Shares of the Fund only so long as such
continuance is specifically approved at least annually by votes of the majority (or whatever other percentage
may, from time to time, be required by Section 12(b) of the 1940 Act or the rules and regulations thereunder) of
both (a) the Board and (b) the Independent Directors of the Company, cast in person at a meeting called for the
purpose of voting on the Plan. The Plan may not be amended in any material respect unless such amendment is
approved by votes of the majority (or whatever other percentage may, from time to time, be required by Section
12(b) of the 1940 Act or the rules and regulations thereunder) of both (a) the Board and (b) the Independent
Directors of the Company, cast in person at a meeting called for the purpose of voting on the Plan, and may not
be amended to increase materially the amount to be spent thereunder without such approvals and approval by vote
of at least a majority (as defined in the 1940 Act) of the outstanding Qualified Class Shares of the Fund. The Plan
may be terminated at any time with respect to the Qualified Class Shares of the Fund by vote of a majority of the
Independent Directors or by vote of a majority (as defined in the 1940 Act) of the outstanding Qualified Class
Shares of the Fund. Amounts spent on behalf of the Qualified Class Shares of the Fund pursuant to such Plan
during the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015, are set forth below.

2015

Printing
$0

Advertising
$0

Compensation
to BrokersDealers
$0

Compensation
to Sales
Personnel
$0

Other
$0

Reimbursement
$0

Total
$0

Shareholder Servicing Plan
The Fund has adopted a shareholder services plan for its Qualified Class Shares which authorizes payments by
the Qualified Class Shares annually of up to 0.15% of the average daily net assets attributable to Qualified Class
Shares for certain non-distribution shareholder services provided by Insurers or other financial intermediaries.
Custodian
Northern Trust Company (“Northern Trust”), 50 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603, serves as custodian of
the assets of the Fund. Under the Custody Agreement, Northern Trust maintains the Fund’s securities, administers
the purchases and sales of portfolio securities, collects interest and dividends and other distributions made on
portfolio securities and performs other ministerial duties as outlined in the Custody Agreement.
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Transfer Agent
DST Systems, Inc. (“DST”), 333 W. 11th Street, Kansas City, MO 64105, serves as the Company’s transfer agent
and dividend disbursing agent.
Counsel
Vedder Price P.C., 222 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60601, serves as legal counsel to the Company and the
Independent Directors.
Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Two Commerce Square, Suite 1700, 2001 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 191037042, serves as the Company’s independent registered public accounting firm.
CODE OF ETHICS
The Board has adopted a joint Code of Ethics for the Company and Wilshire (the “Code”) pursuant to Rule 17j1 under the 1940 Act. The Code restricts the investing activities of Company officers, Directors and advisory
persons, and, as described below, imposes additional, more onerous restrictions on Fund investment personnel.
Each person covered by the Code is prohibited from purchasing or selling any security which, to such person’s
knowledge, is being purchased or sold (as the case may be), or is being considered for purchase or sale, by the
Fund. Investment personnel are subject to additional restrictions such as a ban on acquiring securities in an initial
public offering, “blackout periods” which prohibit trading by investment personnel of the Fund within periods of
trading by the Fund in the same security, and a ban on short-term trading in securities. Investment personnel are
required to preclear any personal securities investment (with limited exceptions, such as government securities)
and must comply with ongoing requirements concerning recordkeeping and disclosure of personal securities
investments. The preclearance requirement and associated procedures are designed to identify any prohibition or
limitation applicable to a proposed investment.
In addition, Los Angeles Capital has adopted a code of ethics under Rule 17j-1 under the 1940 Act. This code
permits personnel, subject to the conditions of the code, to invest in securities including securities that may be
purchased or held by the Fund.
PROXY VOTING POLICY AND PROCEDURES
Los Angeles Capital has been delegated the responsibility for voting the Fund’s proxies pursuant to the
subadvisory agreement. Los Angeles Capital votes proxies according to proxy voting policies, which are
described below. Wilshire monitors Los Angeles Capital’s compliance with its stated policies and reports to the
Board annually on any proxies that were not voted in accordance with Los Angeles Capital’s stated policy and any
circumstances in which a conflict of interest was identified and how the proxies were voted.
The Company is required to file an annual report of each proxy voted with respect to portfolio securities of
the Fund during the twelve-month period ended June 30 on Form N-PX not later than August 31 of each year.
Information regarding how Wilshire or Los Angeles Capital voted proxies relating to portfolio securities during
the most recent 12-month period ended June 30 will be available no later than August 31 of each year (i) without
charge, upon request, by calling 1-888-200-6796, or (ii) on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov.
Certain information regarding the proxy voting policies of Los Angeles Capital is summarized below.
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Los Angeles Capital
Los Angeles Capital’s (“the Firm”) proxy voting procedures are designed and implemented in a way that is
reasonably expected to ensure that proxies are voted in the best interests of the Firm’s clients. The process
includes use of an independent voting agent (“Proxy Agent”) who provides proxy analysis, internal research
and use of independent research from consultants. The Firm’s Proxy Agent does not advise public companies
on governance structures or conduct and does not provide proxy solicitation consulting services to shareholder
proponents, any one of which might present conflicts of interest in voting with respect to such companies.
Los Angeles Capital ultimately retains the right to cast each vote on a case-by-case basis and will vote in the event
that the Proxy Agent has a conflict of interest. In the event Los Angeles Capital is voting the proxy for a particular
company and also identifies a conflict of interest, the Firm will notify Wilshire and request that Wilshire instruct
on how to vote the proxy or turn the decision to another independent third party to vote.
The Proxy Agent has also established conflict avoidance procedures detailing ways it will protect the Proxy
Agent’s clients from potential conflicts of interest. These conflict management procedures strive for transparency,
independence, and, where applicable, information barriers. Los Angeles Capital reviews the Conflict of Interest
Statement prepared by the Proxy Agent on a periodic basis to determine its effectiveness for avoiding conflicts.
The Firm’s Proxy Committee has primary responsibility for developing, implementing, and updating the Firm’s
Proxy Policy, approving and reviewing proxy guidelines, voting independent proxies on a case by case basis,
overseeing the Proxy Agent, and identifying any conflicts of interest.
PORTFOLIO TRANSACTIONS
Los Angeles Capital supervises the placement of orders for the purchase or sale of portfolio securities on behalf
of the Fund. In this capacity, Los Angeles Capital allocates portfolio transactions among broker-dealers in the
best judgment of Los Angeles Capital and in a manner deemed fair and reasonable to shareholders. The primary
consideration is prompt execution of orders at the most favorable net price. Subject to this consideration, the
brokers selected may include those that provide statistical data, investment information, economic facts and
opinions to Los Angeles Capital. Information so received is in addition to and not in lieu of services required to be
performed by Los Angeles Capital and its fees are not reduced by the receipt of such supplemental information.
Such information may be useful to Los Angeles Capital in serving both the Fund and other clients which it advises
and, conversely, supplemental information obtained by the placement of business of other clients may be useful to
Los Angeles Capital in carrying out its obligations to the Fund. Brokers also are selected because of their ability
to handle special executions such as are involved in large block trades or broad distributions, provided the primary
consideration is met. When transactions are executed in the over-the-counter market, the Fund will deal with the
primary market makers unless a more favorable price or execution otherwise is obtainable. Los Angeles Capital
has procedures in place to monitor best execution. Los Angeles Capital and Wilshire do not consider the sale of
Fund shares in selecting brokers to effect Fund transactions.
Although Los Angeles Capital makes investment decisions for the Fund independently from those of its other
accounts, investments of the kind made by the Fund may often also be made by such other accounts.
Fund turnover may vary from year to year, as well as within a year. Under normal market conditions, the Fund’s
turnover rate generally will not exceed 80%. High turnover rates, generally as a result of fluctuating market
conditions, are likely to result in comparatively greater brokerage expenses. Recognizing this, Los Angeles
Capital attempts to minimize the cost per share of trading while at the same time implementing only those trades
necessary to maintain the optimum stratified sampling portfolio.
To the extent directed by management of the Fund in writing, the Adviser will direct or suggest to the subadviser
to execute purchases and sales of portfolio securities for the Fund through brokers or dealers designated by
management of the Fund to the Adviser for the purpose of providing direct benefits to the Fund, subject to the
subadviser seeking best execution. However, brokerage commissions or transaction costs in such transactions
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may be higher, and the Fund may receive less favorable prices, than those which the subadviser could obtain
from another broker or dealer, in order to obtain such benefits for the Fund. For the fiscal year ended December
31, 2015, at Wilshire’s request, the Fund’s subadviser directed approximately $12,204,471 of transactions to
implement a brokerage commission recapture program. These transactions generated $5,060 in commissions of
which approximately $1,416 was retained by the Distributor and $1,687 was returned to the Fund to offset Fund
operating expenses.
For the fiscal years ended December 31, 2013, 2014 and 2015, the Fund paid total brokerage commissions of
$4,280, $19,473 and $21,092, respectively.
As of December 31, 2015, the Fund held the following securities of its regular brokers or dealers as follows:
Brokers or Dealers
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Bank of America
Citigroup

Market Value
$2,655,000
$2,009,000
$1,782,000

NET ASSET VALUE
The NAV per share of each class of the Fund is calculated as of the close of regular trading on the New York
Stock Exchange (“NYSE”), normally 4:00 p.m. ET, on each day the NYSE is open for trading.
The Fund sells and redeems its shares at NAV per share, without a sales or redemption charge. No minimum
purchase or redemption amounts apply. The daily NAV of the Fund’s shares is determined by dividing the net
assets by the number of outstanding shares. Net assets are equal to the total assets of the Fund less its liabilities.
The price at which a purchase is effected is based on the next calculated NAV after the order is received by your
insurance company, as described in the product prospectus describing your particular variable annuity contract.
A security listed or traded on a domestic exchange is valued at its last sales price on the exchange where it is
principally traded. In the absence of a current quotation, the security is valued at the mean between the last bid
and asked prices on the exchange. Securities traded over-the-counter (other than on the National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotation “NASDAQ” System) in the U.S. are valued at the last current sale price.
If there are no such sales, the most recent bid quotation is used. Securities quoted on the NASDAQ System, for
which there have been sales, are valued at the NASDAQ Official Closing Price. If there are no such sales, the
value is the bid quotation. Equity securities primarily traded on a foreign exchange or market are valued daily
at the price, which is an estimate of the fair value price, as provided by an independent pricing service. Foreign
securities are converted to U.S. dollars using exchange rates at the close of the NYSE. In the event market
quotations are not readily available, securities are valued according to procedures established by the Board or
are valued at fair value as determined in good faith by the Pricing Committee, whose members include at least
two representatives of the Adviser, one of whom is an officer of the Company, or the Company’s Valuation
Committee. Securities whose values are considered unreliable because a significant valuation event has occurred
may be valued at fair value by the Pricing Committee or the Valuation Committee.
Debt securities that have a remaining maturity of 60 days or less are valued at prices supplied by the Company’s
pricing agent, if available, and otherwise are valued at amortized cost if the Pricing Committee concludes it
approximates fair value. Under the amortized cost method of valuation, the security is initially valued at cost.
Then, the Company assumes a constant proportionate amortization in value until maturity of any discount or
premium, regardless of the impact of fluctuating interest rates on the market value of the security. While this
method provides certainty in valuation, it may result in periods during which value, as determined by amortized
cost, is higher or lower than the price that would be received upon the sale of the security. When market
quotations are not available, securities are valued at fair value as discussed above.
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PURCHASE AND REDEMPTION OF SHARES
The following information supplements and should be read in conjunction with the section in the prospectus
entitled “Purchases and Redemptions of Shares.” The Company does not have any arrangements with any person
to permit frequent purchases and redemptions of Fund shares.
In-Kind Purchases. Payments for the Fund’s shares may, at the discretion of the Company, be made in the
form of securities which are permissible investments for the Fund. For further information about this form of
payment, please contact DST. Generally, securities which are accepted by the Company as payment for the
Fund’s shares will be valued using the Fund’s procedures for valuing its own shares at the time the Fund’s NAV
is next determined after receipt of a properly completed order. All dividends, interest, subscription or other rights
pertaining to such securities will become the property of the Fund and must be delivered to the Fund upon receipt
from the issuer. The Company will require that (1) it will have good and marketable title to the securities received
by it; (2) the securities are in proper form for transfer to the Fund and are not subject to any restriction on sale
by the Fund under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or otherwise; and (3) the Fund receives such other
documentation as the Company may, in its discretion, deem necessary or appropriate. Investors may realize a gain
or loss for federal income tax purposes on the securities that are used for such a payment.
Signatures. Written redemption requests must be signed by each shareholder, including each holder of a joint
account, and each signature must be guaranteed if the amount redeemed exceeds $50,000, if proceeds are to be
paid to someone other than the registered holder of shares, or if the investor’s address of record has changed
within the past 60 days. DST has adopted standards and procedures pursuant to which signature guarantees in
proper form generally will be accepted from domestic banks, brokers, dealers, credit unions, national securities
exchanges, registered securities associations, clearing agencies and savings associations, as well as from
participants in the New York Stock Exchange Medallion Signature Program (NYSE MSP), the Securities Transfer
Agents Medallion Program (STAMP) and the Stock Exchanges Medallion Program (SEMP). Guarantees must be
signed by an authorized signatory of the guarantor and “Signature Guaranteed” must appear with the signature.
DST may request additional documentation from corporations, executors, administrators, trustees or guardians,
and may accept other suitable verification arrangements from foreign investors, such as consular verification. For
more information with respect to signature guarantees, please call the telephone number listed on the cover.
Redemption Commitment. The Company reserves the right to make payments in whole or in part in securities or
other assets in case of an emergency or any time a cash distribution would impair the liquidity of the Fund to the
detriment of the existing shareholders. In such event, the securities would be readily marketable, to the extent
available, and would be valued in the same manner as the Fund’s investment securities are valued. If the recipient
sold such securities, brokerage charges would be incurred. Receipt of such securities is a taxable event for federal
income tax purposes.
Suspension of Redemptions. The Company may suspend the right of redemption with respect to the Fund or
postpone the date of payment (a) during any period when the NYSE is closed (other than customary weekend and
holiday closings), (b) when trading in the markets the Fund ordinarily utilizes is restricted, or when an emergency
exists as determined by the SEC so that disposal of the investments or determination of its NAV is not reasonably
practicable, or (c) for such other periods as the SEC by order may permit to protect the shareholders.
New York Stock Exchange Closings. The holidays (as observed) on which the NYSE is closed currently are: New
Year’s Day, Presidents’ Day, Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas.
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DIVIDENDS, DISTRIBUTIONS AND FEDERAL INCOME TAXES
The following is intended to be a general summary of certain federal income tax consequences of investing in
the Fund. It is not intended as a complete discussion of all such consequences. Investors are therefore advised to
consult their tax advisers before making an investment decision.
The following information supplements and should be read in conjunction with the sections in the prospectus
entitled “Dividend and Distribution Information” and “Federal Income Tax Information.” For a discussion of the
impact on Contract Owners of taxes an Insurer may owe as a result of its ownership of Qualified Class Shares
of the Fund, its receipt of dividends and distributions thereon, and its gains from the purchase and sale thereof,
reference should be made to your employer’s Contract disclosure statement.
Regulated Investment Company
The Company’s management believes that the Fund qualified as a “regulated investment company” under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “IRC”), for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015 and
intends to meet the same qualifications for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2016. Qualification as a regulated
investment company relieves the Fund from any liability for federal income taxes to the extent that its earnings
are distributed in accordance with the applicable provisions of the IRC. The term “regulated investment company”
does not imply the supervision of management or investment practices or policies by any government agency.
As a regulated investment company, the Fund will not be liable for federal income tax provided it distributes all
of its income and gains currently. Qualification as a regulated investment company under the IRC requires, among
other things, that the Fund (a) derive at least 90% of its gross income from dividends, interest, payments with
respect to securities loans, gains from the sale or other disposition of securities or foreign currencies, other income
(including, but not limited to, gains from options, futures or forward contracts) derived with respect to its business
of investing in such securities or currencies, and net income derived from interests in qualified publicly traded
partnerships; (b) diversify its holdings so that, at the end of each fiscal quarter, (i) at least 50% of the market value
of the Fund’s assets is represented by cash, cash items, U.S. government securities, securities of other regulated
investment companies, and other securities (for purposes of this calculation generally limited, in respect of any
one issuer, to an amount not greater than 5% of the market value of the Fund’s assets and 10% of the outstanding
voting securities of such issuer) and (ii) not more than 25% of the value of its assets is invested in the securities of
any one issuer (other than U.S. government securities or the securities of other regulated investment companies),
of two or more issuers (other than the securities of other regulated investment companies) which the Fund controls
and which are determined to be engaged in the same, similar or related trades or businesses, or of one or more
qualified publicly traded partnerships; and (c) distribute each taxable year at least 90% of its investment company
taxable income (which includes dividends, interest, and net short-term capital gains in excess of net long-term
capital losses) determined without regard to the deduction for dividends paid and net tax-exempt interest income,
if any.
Because the Fund is established in part as an investment for certain insurance variable annuity contracts, the
IRC imposes additional diversification requirements on the Fund. Generally, these requirements are that at each
calendar quarter end or within 30 days thereafter no more than 55% of the value of the Fund’s total assets may be
in any one investment, no more than 70% of the value in any two investments, no more than 80% of the value in
any three investments, and no more than 90% of the value in any four investments.
The Fund generally will be subject to a nondeductible federal excise tax of 4% to the extent that it does not meet
certain minimum distribution requirements as of the end of each calendar year. To avoid the tax, the Fund must
distribute during each calendar year an amount equal to the sum of (1) at least 98% of its ordinary income for the
calendar year, (2) at least 98.2% of its capital gains in excess of its capital losses (and adjusted for certain ordinary
losses) for the twelve-month period ending on October 31 of the calendar year, and (3) all undistributed ordinary
income and capital gain net income for previous years. The Fund intends to make timely distributions of its
income in compliance with these requirements and anticipates that it will not be subject to the excise tax.
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A dividend or distribution will be treated as paid on December 31 of the calendar year if it is declared by the Fund
in October, November, or December of that year to shareholders of record on a date in such a month and paid by
the Fund during January of the following year.
Hedging Transactions
If an Insurer holds shares of the Fund while holding a short position in a regulated futures contract or an option
in such regulated futures contract that substantially diminishes the Insurer’s risk of loss in its Fund shares (an
“offsetting position”), Internal Revenue Service regulations clarify that (i) any losses on the disposition of Fund
shares will be required to be deferred to the extent of any unrealized appreciation in the short position and (ii)
such holding will limit the Insurer’s ability to claim the corporate dividends received deduction in respect of Fund
dividends.
Ordinarily, gains and losses realized from portfolio transactions will be treated as a capital gain or loss. All or a
portion of the gain realized from engaging in “conversion transactions” may be treated as ordinary income under
Section 1258 of the IRC. “Conversion transactions” are defined to include certain futures, option and “straddle”
transactions, transactions marketed or sold to produce capital gains, or transactions described in Treasury
Regulations to be issued in the future.
Under Section 1256 of the IRC, a gain or loss realized by the Fund from certain financial futures transactions will
be treated as 60% long-term capital gain or loss and 40% short-term capital gain or loss. Gain or loss will arise
upon the sale or lapse of such futures as well as from closing transactions. In addition, any such futures positions
that are open at the end of the Fund’s taxable year will be treated as sold for their then fair market value, resulting
in additional gain or loss to the Fund characterized in the manner described above.
Offsetting positions held by the Fund involving financial futures may constitute “straddles.” Straddles are defined
to include “offsetting positions” in actively traded personal property. The federal income tax treatment of straddles
is governed by Sections 1092 and 1258 of the IRC, which, in certain circumstances, overrides or modifies the
provisions of Section 1256 of the IRC. As such, all or a portion of any short- or long-term capital gain from
certain “straddle” and/or conversion transactions may be recharacterized as ordinary income.
If the Fund were treated as entering into straddles by reason of its futures transactions, such straddles could be
characterized as “mixed straddles” if the futures transactions comprising such straddles were governed by Section
1256 of the IRC. The Fund may make one or more elections with respect to “mixed straddles.” Depending upon
which election is made, if any, the results to the Fund may differ. If no election is made, to the extent the straddle
rules apply to positions established by the Fund, losses realized by the Fund will be deferred to the extent of
unrealized gain in any offsetting positions. Moreover, as a result of the straddle rules, short-term capital loss
on straddle positions may be recharacterized as long-term capital loss, and long-term capital gain on straddle
positions may be recharacterized as short-term capital gain, and as a result of the conversion transaction rules,
long-term capital gain may be recharacterized as ordinary income.
Under Section 1259 of the IRC, the Fund may recognize gain if it enters into a short sale of, or a forward or
futures contract to deliver, the same or substantially identical property relating to an appreciated direct position
held by the Fund. Such transactions may be considered constructive sales of the appreciated direct position for
federal income tax purposes.
The application of certain requirements for qualification as a regulated investment company and the application of
certain other federal income tax rules may be unclear in some respects in connection with investments in certain
derivatives and other investments. As a result, the Fund may be required to limit the extent to which it invests in
such investments and it is also possible that the Internal Revenue Service may not agree with the Fund’s treatment
of such investments. In addition, the tax treatment of derivatives and certain other investments may be affected by
future legislation, Treasury Regulations and guidance issued by the Internal Revenue Service (which could apply
retroactively) that could affect the timing, character and amount of the Fund’s income and gains and distributions
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to shareholders, affect whether the Fund has made sufficient distributions and otherwise satisfied the requirements
to maintain its qualification as a regulated investment company and avoid federal income and excise taxes or limit
the extent to which the Fund may invest in certain derivatives and other investments in the future.
If the Fund invests in certain pay-in-kind securities, zero coupon securities, deferred interest securities or, in
general, any other securities with original issue discount (or with market discount if the Fund elects to include
market discount in income currently), the Fund must accrue income on such investment for each taxable year,
which generally will be prior to the receipt of the corresponding cash payments. However, the Fund must
distribute to shareholders, at least annually, all or substantially all of its investment company taxable income
(determined without regard to the deduction for dividends paid), including such accrued income, to avoid
federal income and excise taxes. Therefore, the Fund may have to dispose of its portfolio securities under
disadvantageous circumstances to generate cash, or may have to leverage itself by borrowing the cash, to satisfy
these distribution requirements.
The Fund may also acquire market discount bonds. A market discount bond is a security acquired in the secondary
market at a price below its redemption value (or its adjusted issue price if it is also an original issue discount
bond). If the Fund invests in a market discount bond, it will be required to treat any gain recognized on the
disposition of such market discount bond as ordinary income (instead of capital gain) to the extent of the accrued
market discount unless the Fund elects to include the market discount in income as it accrues.
To the extent the Fund invests in foreign securities, it may be subject to withholding and other taxes imposed
by foreign countries. Tax treaties between certain countries and the United States may reduce or eliminate such
taxes. Because the amount of the Funds’ investments in various countries will change from time to time, it is
not possible to determine the effective rate of such taxes in advance. The Fund does not expect to satisfy the
requirements for passing through to its shareholders their pro rata share of qualified foreign taxes paid by the
Fund, with the result that the Fund’s net investment income will be reduced by the foreign taxes paid by the
Fund and the Fund’s shareholders will not be required to include such taxes in their gross income and will not be
entitled to a tax deduction or credit for such taxes on their own federal income tax returns.
Other Tax Information
The Company may also be subject to state or local taxes in certain states where it is deemed to be doing business.
Further, in those states which have income tax laws, the tax treatment of the Company and of shareholders of the
Fund, including Insurers, may differ from federal income tax treatment. Distributions to Insurers may be subject
to state and local taxes.
Capital Loss Carry Forwards
At December 31, 2015, the Fund had available for federal income tax purposes unused capital losses as follows:
Expiring December 31,
2017
$21,728,203

2018
$2,464

For net capital losses arising in taxable years beginning after December 22, 2010 (“post-enactment losses”), the
Fund will generally be able to carry forward such capital losses indefinitely. The Fund’s net capital losses from
taxable years beginning on or prior to December 22, 2010, however, will remain subject to their current expiration
dates and can be used only after the post-enactment losses.
The foregoing is only a summary of certain federal income tax rules affecting the Fund and its investors. Investors
should consult their own tax advisers regarding specific questions as to federal, state or local taxes in light of their
particular circumstances.
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OTHER INFORMATION
The Company is a Maryland corporation organized on July 30, 1992. It currently has seven portfolios – Large
Company Growth Portfolio, Large Company Value Portfolio, Small Company Growth Portfolio, Small Company
Value Portfolio, Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund and Wilshire International Equity Fund — each of which has several
classes of shares. Prior to April 14, 2009, the Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund was named the Dow Jones Wilshire
5000 IndexSM Portfolio and prior to April 2, 2013 the Wilshire International Equity Fund was named the Wilshire
Large Cap Core Plus Fund.
Unless the Company consents in writing to a selection of an alternative forum, the sole and exclusive form for
(a) any derivative action or proceeding brought on behalf of the Company, (b) any action asserting a claim of
breach of a fiduciary duty owned by any Director, officer or other employee of the Company to the Company or
the Company’s stockholders, (c) any action asserting a claim arising pursuant to any provision of the General
Corporation Law or the Company’s articles of incorporation (“Charter”) or the Company’s by-laws (“By-Laws”),
(d) any action to interpret, apply, enforce or determine the validity of the Charter or these By-Laws or (e) any
action asserting a claim governed by the internal affairs doctrine shall be the Circuit Court for Baltimore City,
Maryland, or, if the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, Maryland does not have jurisdiction, the U.S. District Court
for the District of Maryland, Baltimore Division (each, a “Covered Action”). Any person purchasing or otherwise
acquiring or holding any interest in shares of stock of the Company shall be (i) deemed to have notice of and
consented to the provisions of Article IX of the By-Laws, and (ii) deemed to have waived any argument relation
got the inconvenience of the forums referenced above in connection with any action or proceeding described in
Article IX of the By-Laws.
If any Covered Action is filed in a court other than the Circuit Court for Baltimore City, Maryland or the
U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland, Baltimore Division (a “Foreign Action”) in the name of any
stockholder, such stockholder shall be deemed to have consented to (a) the personal jurisdiction of the Circuit
Court for Baltimore City, Maryland or the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland, Baltimore Division
in connection with any action brought in any such courts to enforce the first paragraph of Article IX of the
By-Laws (an “Enforcement Action”) and (b) having service of process made upon such stockholder in any
such Enforcement Action by service upon such stockholder’s counsel in the Foreign Action as agent for such
stockholder.
If any provision or provisions of Article IX of the By-Laws shall be held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable as
applied to any person or circumstance for any reason whatsoever, then, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the
validity, legality and enforceability of such provision(s) in any other circumstance and of the remaining provisions
of Article IX of the By-Laws (including, without limitation, each portion of any sentence of Article IX of the ByLaws containing any such provision held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable that is not itself held to be invalid,
illegal or unenforceable) and the application of such provision to other persons and circumstances shall not in any
way be affected or impaired thereby.
The title of each class of each portfolio is as follows:
Large Company Growth Portfolio:
Large Company Growth Portfolio – Investment Class Shares
Large Company Growth Portfolio – Institutional Class Shares
Large Company Value Portfolio:
Large Company Value Portfolio – Investment Class Shares
Large Company Value Portfolio – Institutional Class Shares
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Small Company Growth Portfolio:
Small Company Growth Portfolio – Investment Class Shares
Small Company Growth Portfolio – Institutional Class Shares
Small Company Value Portfolio:
Small Company Value Portfolio – Investment Class Shares
Small Company Value Portfolio – Institutional Class Shares
Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund:
Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund – Investment Class Shares
Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund – Institutional Class Shares
Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund – Horace Mann Class of Shares
Wilshire 5000 IndexSM Fund – Qualified Class of Shares
Wilshire International Equity Fund:
Wilshire International Equity Fund – Investment Class Shares
Wilshire International Equity Fund – Institutional Class Shares
Wilshire Income Opportunities Fund:
Wilshire Income Opportunities Fund – Investment Class Shares
Wilshire Income Opportunities Fund – Institutional Class Shares
Each share of the Fund has one vote and, when issued and paid for in accordance with the terms of the offering,
is fully paid and non-assessable. Shares of each class of the Fund have equal rights as to dividends and in
liquidation. Shares have no preemptive, subscription or conversion rights and are freely transferable.
Rule 18f-2 under the 1940 Act (“Rule 18f-2”) provides that any matter required to be submitted under the
provisions of the 1940 Act or applicable state law or otherwise to the holders of the outstanding voting securities
of an investment company, such as the Company, will not be deemed to have been effectively acted upon unless
approved by the holders of the outstanding shares of each series affected by such matter. Rule 18f-2 further
provides that a series shall be deemed to be affected by a matter unless it is clear that the interests of all series in
the matter are identical or that the matter does not affect any interest of such series. However, Rule 18f-2 exempts
the selection of independent accountants and the election of Directors from the separate voting requirements of
Rule 18f-2. Rule 18f-3 under the 1940 Act (“Rule 18f-3”) makes further provision for the voting rights of each
class of shares of an investment company which issues more than one class of voting shares. In particular, Rule
18f-3 provides that each class shall have exclusive voting rights on any matter submitted to shareholders that
relates solely to the class’ arrangement for services and expenses, and shall have separate voting rights on any
matter submitted to shareholders in which the interests of one class differ from the interests of any other class.
Shareholders will receive annual and semi-annual reports that include the Fund’s financial statements.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The audited financial statements for the Fund contained in the Company’s annual report for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2015 are incorporated into this SAI by reference in their entirety. Such financial statements have
been audited by the Company’s independent registered public accounting firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
2001 Market Street, Suite 1700, Philadelphia, PA 19103, whose report thereon appears in such annual report.
Such financial statements have been incorporated herein in reliance upon such report given upon their authority as
experts in accounting and auditing.
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